The public clearly prefers the idea of developing and using renewable energy over other energy alternatives. Utility companies, in the face of anticipated restructuring and increasing competition, are exploring how to aggregate widespread consumer preferences for electricity generation from renewable energy to protect and improve the environment. So-called ''green-pricing'' programs attempt to capitalize on these preferences, and on an expressed willingness to pay (WTP) more for environmental protection, through a variety of schemes designed to encourage electricity customers either to pay a premium for renewable electricity or to contribute a voluntary pledge paid with their utility bills for the purchase of supply-side renewable energy. This paper summarizes national data on public preferences for renewables and WTP for electricity from renewable sources, results from utility market studies on WTP for renewables and green-pricing program features, and experience with selected green-pricing programs. It draws inferences for program design and future research. distance between expressions of preference in the abstract
INTRODUCTION
and participation in a green-pricing program or directly purchasing renewable energy systems. Covering that distance Background depends on the actions of product manufacturers, utility companies, policy makers, and others involved in offering products to the buying public. This paper explores the utility Public concern about the environment has increased during the past 12 years, and increasing majorities of the public option of green pricing as a method of aggregating public preferences for renewables. have, in national opinion polls, selected renewable energy and energy efficiency over other energy alternatives. In addition, national surveys show that majority concern for envi-
The green-pricing concept is based on the notion that premironmental protection extends even to personal costs. People ums and contributions are needed to pay for renewable elecseem willing to ''Put their money where their mouths are''-tricity generation because, at least in the short run, the cost at least up to a point. To protect and improve the environof generating electricity from renewables is higher than the ment, majorities in most surveys indicated a willingness to cost of generating electricity from such fuels as coal and pay more for taxes, gasoline, electricity, other fuels, and natural gas. Green-pricing programs give customers the automobiles. These survey items address institutional, rather option of purchasing renewable energy at a higher price. than behavioral, 1 responses to environmental protection. Customers pay a monthly premium for a specific product That is, they address willingness to pay (WTP) for actions or contribute more on their utility bills so that their utility on the part of government, the oil industry, utility companies, companies can purchase renewables for electricity generaand automobile manufacturers. tion in the future. The issue of comparative generating costs and costing methods is beyond the scope of this paper. Utilities, in an increasingly competitive environment, are Are the two trends-increasing environmental concern and interested in exploring the potential for green-pricing propreferences for renewables-linked? Evidence suggests that grams to build customer satisfaction and loyalty, even among they are. Public preferences for policies and programs supthose not participating in green-pricing programs. Some utilportive of the development and use of renewables appear ities have conducted market research in their service territorto be linked with perceived positive effects of renewables ies on WTP for renewable electricity; some have conducted (including environmental protection) coupled with perceived field tests and simulations; and some have actually fielded negative effects of other energy alternatives. The salience green-pricing programs. of these strong preference trends as expressed in actual behavior, such as voting and purchasing renewable power, Scope remains to be explored. Nationally, widespread preferences for renewable energy, and the reasons for it, suggest that large segments of utility customers might constitute a potenThis paper reviews the widespread national public support for renewable energy and WTP for environmental protection. tial market for renewable electricity. But, there is a long It then reviews the available utility market research in local for specific energy sources, which source do you think should be highest priority? Renewable energy, like solar, wind, utility service territories on WTP, preferred characteristics of green-pricing programs, and projected levels of participageothermal, biofuels, and hydroelectric; energy efficiency and conservation technologies; nuclear energy; fossil fuels tion in such programs. Field-tested green-pricing programs and their participation rates are described, and implications like oil and coal; or natural gas? And which source do you think should be the second highest priority?'' A plurality of for future research and green-pricing-program design are discussed.
42% selected renewable energy as highest priority; 22% selected energy efficiency and conservation; 15% natural gas; 9% nuclear energy; 7% fossil fuels (oil and coal); and
METHODS
6% did not know. When asked their second choice, 27% selected energy efficiency and conservation; 22% renewable This analysis is based on work that updates earlier studies energy; 20% natural gas; 12% fossil fuels; 12% nuclear identifying patterns of public opinion about energy. Items energy; and 7% did not know. Eighty-five percent of the that are included in this paper represent patterns of response respondents agreed that ''The federal government should found in a set of data from more than 700 polls of national continue to support partnerships with American business to probability samples. This secondary analysis relies on poll promote sales of energy efficiency and renewable energy data from library collections, polling organizations, and the technologies through research and development and proRoper Center for Public Opinion Research database grams to open new domestic and international markets.'' (accessed through the DIALOG Information Retrieval SerPolitical party affiliation made no difference in preferences vice). The national data examined were derived from probafor renewables and efficiency. bility samples of U.S. adults, registered voters, or electricity customers queried by major polling organizations, such as A year later, in December 1995, RSM, Inc. again asked Roper, Harris, Gallup, and Cambridge Research. In addition, registered voters which of five energy research and developto collect utility market data, we contacted utility market ment programs should receive the highest priority for fundanalysts and requested copies of their studies. We also ing in DOE's budget as Congress and the Administration reviewed published articles and contacted utility managers worked to reduce the federal deficit (Sustainable Energy of green-pricing programs to gather program descriptions Budget Coalition 1996). A plurality of 34% selected ''renewand information on their experience with green-pricing able energy involving solar, wind, geothermal, biomass, and programs.
hydroelectric power''; 21% ''technologies to improve energy efficiency and conservation''; 9% selected each of
U.S. PUBLIC PREFERENCES FOR
nuclear power, fossil fuels (such as oil, gasoline, and coal), and natural gas; and 19% did not select any of the choices.
RENEWABLE ENERGY AND WILLINGNESS TO PAY FOR
This pattern of public preference for the development and
RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY
use of renewable energy continues a trend of some 18 years' duration-one of the strongest patterns and longest-lasting An analysis of poll data from 1979 through 1992 offered trends observed in the entire data set on public preferences considerable evidence that, when other energy alternatives on energy and environmental policy. But the question are included in survey items and cost or price information remains: Will products and services be created that will is not, renewable energy and energy efficiency have been satisfy the public preference for the development and use the public's preferred energy alternatives (Farhar et al. 1979 (Farhar et al. , of renewable energy? 1980 Farhar 1993; . The data showed a decrease in public preferences for fossil fuels (except natural Why does the public prefer efficiency and renewables? Congas) and majority opposition toward further implementation cern for the environment has been increasing (Dunlap 1991; of nuclear energy. A key question is: Has this trend continued Dunlap and Scarce 1991; . Energy-supply prefdespite the changes in the political climate expressed in the erences seem increasingly to be environmentally driven 1994 congressional election? Evidence shows that it has. . Preferences for renewable energy and energy Results from national surveys since the 1994 election show efficiency are consistent with increasing energy-related envicontinued public preferences for efficiency and renewables ronmental concerns (such as the greenhouse effect, oil spills, over other energy alternatives. Some examples reflecting nuclear accidents, and radioactive waste disposal problems). this trend are presented here.
This trend appears to be continuing. For example, in July 1994, 61% of a national sample believed that the following statement was ''definitely true '' or ''probably true'': ''Every In December 1994 , RSM, Inc. (Breglio 1994 asked a national probability sample of registered voters: ''If the govtime we use coal or oil or gas, we contribute to the greenhouse effect '' (National Opinion Research Center 1994) . ernment is to continue funding for research and development Concern for the environment is not the only reason for product offerings but cannot test alternative mechanisms for overcoming free riding (Schulze 1994) . preferences for renewable energy. In July 1993, a national sample was asked: ''I'm going to read you a list of sources for energy. Then I'll give you a description and I'd like you
In 1993 and again in 1994, the National Opinion Research to tell me which one energy source from the list you feel Center asked: ''How willing would you be to pay much most closely matches that description. The energy sources higher prices in order to protect the environment?'' Table 2 are: solar, oil and gasoline, natural gas, nuclear, hydroelectric shows the findings from the 2 years. (water power), and coal. Now, of those energy sources I just listed, which one do you feel is . . .? '' (Wirthlin Group In September 1990 and again in May 1994 , Cambridge 1993 . Table 1 shows the results.
Reports/Research International asked: ''How much more would you personally be willing to spend each month to have your electricity come from sources that are less harmful What have polls shown about the overall willingness to pay to the environment?'' The response options prevent discernfor environmental protection and renewable electricity? In ing those who would pay nothing at all, because the first several national polls, majorities of 57% to 80% said they option was $0 to $5. Table 3 shows the trend in responses. were willing to pay more for electricity produced in a cleaner way or from sources less harmful to the environment (studies These data show that pluralities still express WTP to protect cited in . Laboratory experiments show that the environment and to generate electricity from environsubjects using real money will contribute between 20% and mentally beneficial sources; however, they also suggest that 40% of their true WTP for provision of a public good (studies percentages expressing WTP may have decreased slightly cited in Schulze 1994) . Individuals exhibit a natural tendency in the 4 years from 1990 to 1994. to cooperate to make everyone better off, even though each individual has an incentive to ride free. Percentages expressing WTP tend to be higher from surveys (which reflect
In May 1995, the Harris poll asked: ''How willing would you be to pay somewhat higher electricity costs if you knew hypothetical situations) than in real situations. Traditional market research methods can test acceptability of alternative the money would be spent to protect and restore endangered because they found, in their Denver-area market research, much lower percentages actually willing to pay more for renewable electricity. We need to draw a clear distinction Source: National Opinion Research Center (1994) between results from national polls and local market research. The national poll data on preferences for renewable energy and WTP for environmental protection and for electricity from renewable resources should be interpreted as a generally favorable and long-standing public interest and a Table 3 . Percentages willing to pay more for less potential market that remains to be actualized. To put it environmentally harmful electricity, 1990-1994 another way, if majorities were indicating lack of interest in renewables and unwillingness to pay a premium for renewable electricity, utilities would not be interested in whether or not they themselves participate in such programs. The specific percentages actually willing to participate in a 11-20 21 18 given utility service territory should be defined by localarea market research. 
RESEARCH ON WILLINGNESS TO PAY FOR ELECTRICITY FROM RENEWABLES
species-very willing, somewhat willing, not very willing, Most market research conducted by utilities is considered or not willing at all?'' Sixty-one percent said they would proprietary; therefore, methods employed, sampling frames be ''very'' or ''somewhat'' willing; 39% would be unwilling and methods, the questions used, frequency distributions of to pay higher electricity costs for this purpose.
responses, and other analyses are generally not published. This makes it difficult to assess the quality of market research In May 1995, Cambridge Energy Research Associates and on green pricing. It also interferes with accumulating a reliOpinion Dynamics Corporation reported that 20% of elecable body of knowledge about green-pricing market research tricity customers said they would pay a 30% premium for results that could help in program design and policy formulasolar electricity (Solar Letter 1995).
tion. Utility market research may not be subjected to as rigorous a peer-review process as is more publicly available In December 1995, RSM, Inc. asked ''Suppose you have scientific research. the chance to choose your electric company the same way you now can choose your long-distance telephone company and the choice were between a utility company that uses coal Nevertheless, by contacting numerous utility companies and perusing the literature, we were able to gather some market to generate electricity and a utility company that produces research information on green pricing from six utility compa-
Niagara Mohawk
nies. Although these studies usually do not present enough information on methods and responses to evaluate their qualIn 1994, Niagara Mohawk (NM) found that some customers ity, we include them for the information they have presented were willing to pay up to $10 a month more for renewable and for evaluation in the context of other findings presented electricity ''if they could see some common good from in this paper and elsewhere. The six utilities are: (1) Sacrathe program.'' NM concluded that only ''green'' customers mento Municipal Utility District, (2) Niagara Mohawk, appeared to place a significant value on NM buying renew-(3) Portland General Electric, (4) Detroit Edison, (5) Massaable fuels or constructing renewable facilities. Green prochusetts Electric Company, and (6) Public Service Company gram characteristics favored were a fixed-amount payment of Colorado.
for a green rate and a monthly or bimonthly rather than an annual payment. Customers also preferred flexibility-a 1-
Sacramento Municipal Utility District
to 3-year commitment or the ability to drop out at any time (Bauman 1994) . A later telephone survey of 900 customers A 1993 survey of Sacramento citizens showed that 26% of supplemented by conjoint interviews with a subsample of the general population expressed willingness to pay a 15% 116 showed the following results. Customers thought that premium for PV electricity from their rooftops; 32% of EV using renewables to generate electricity was a good thing Pioneers (electric vehicle owners); and 57% of the ''green for NM to do, even if they didn't participate. ''Green'' population'' (Osborn and Collier 1994) . The WTP percentrespondents said they were more likely than others to pay ages were higher when a 15% premium was offered with a $6/month premium for renewable electricity (mean score ''rate stabilization''-49% of the general population, 55% of 2.7 on a scale of 1-5 where 5 ‫ס‬ very likely); at $3/ of EV Pioneers, and 77% of the green population. Seventy month their mean score was 3.6. ''Non-green'' respondents percent of the general population, 74% of EV Pioneers, and scored 1.8 at $6/month and 2.6 at $3/month, respectively. 88% of the green population expressed WTP a 1%-10%
The expected level of participation depended on awareness; premium ''to establish a Clean Energy Program'' (not necesfor a period of 3 years at $6/month at 10% awareness, 6% sarily on their rooftops). As part of its integrated-resourceof the total population was projected to adopt. At 30% aware planning process, the Sacramento Municipal Utility District of the program, 19% of the total population was projected (SMUD) surveyed 800 residential, business, and industrial to adopt. customers in February 1995. The results showed that 48% of residential, 49% of business, and 32% of industrial customers expressed WTP for ''investments in renewable Portland General Electric resources.'' Rating ''promoting renewable energy production'' as important were 72% of residential, 72% of business, Portland General Electric (PGE) conducted market research and 32% of industrial customers. Willingness to pay more on several green-pricing options to assess customer response. for SMUD to invest in renewable resources was measured PGE examined three programs through market research for the different customer groups by percentage premium.
(lock-in electric rates for wind; Oregon tax-free bonds; and (1995) said that the CV analysis used age and education as independent variables predicting WTP. The reasons underlyCustomer focus groups at Massachusetts Electric Company ing these analytic choices have not been made clear; other (MECo) showed enthusiasm for renewables and green-pricresearch would not necessarily support them. The PSCo ing concepts. However, customers were also concerned market research did not describe the variables used in the about costs, and some distrusted the utility's real motives analysis and did not report the variance explained. This for involvement. A subsequent telephone survey of 400 elecprevented others from assessing the validity of the study's tricity customers showed that 49% expressed WTP at a 5% underlying assumptions and analyses. premium; 32% at 10%; and 13% at 20%. A follow-up mail survey of 100 customers (who said they would participate or Summary didn't know) generated 15% who said they would definitely participate, and 24% who said they probably would (Green Pricing Newsletter 1995 (1) Because such data are considered proprietary, the items used and the actual range of responses are rarely pubContingent valuation (CV) methodology was used to predict lished. Instead, interpretations are published. Therecustomer participation in a PSCo green-pricing program at fore, the scientific quality of the research and of the specified pricing levels .
Massachusetts Electric Company
interpretations is impossible to assess because the publiInitial customer support was reflected in the 82% who said cations describing the findings do not undergo rigorous they were willing to pay $1-$4/month more to voluntarily peer review. In addition, the data are not cumulative. support the development of renewable energy. At the first trials, 75% took registration cards to pledge $2/month; 10% (2) Sometimes the interpretations offered generalize inapsigned and returned the cards. The average per-customer propriately to populations of electricity customers. For participation cost was less than $2/month or approximately example, market researchers have, on occasion, gener-5% of an average customer's electric bill.
alized from percentages of focus-group participants expressing an opinion to the service-area population. PSCo's program was viewed positively by more than 80% of respondents, regardless of their personal participation.
(3) Often, sampling procedures are not described; therefore, the reader has no information on sampling criteria Retrofit hydropower, photovoltaics (PV), wind, and solar thermal projects were ''well accepted'' (Electrical World and sampling frames used. The generalizability of the findings cannot be assessed. Some writers have 1993; Baugh, Byrnes, and Jones 1994) . Respondents said that it was appropriate for PSCo to make a profit on a reported that they included only ''green customers'' in the study, but they then generalized results to the renewables program. A majority reportedly agreed that it was better to have PSCo develop renewables than the state population of electricity customers in the utility's service territory. Such generalizations are inappropriate. or federal government. (4) Programs described to respondents in market research and Table 6 two wholesale customer green-pricing programs. Key program elements include length of customer commitmay be actual or hypothetical. However, they may be designed more to meet the utility company's needs ment to the program, sense of exposure to risk, and perceived value added by the program. For further details on these than those of the customer. If a low proportion of customers participate in a program, it may mean that programs, refer to Farhar and Houston (forthcoming) . the program was not designed with the customer in mind rather than that customers are not willing to pay Given the limited experience with these programs accumufor renewable electricity. lated so far, the evidence suggests that programs in which customers pay a monthly premium for a specific renewable (5) Question phrasing is often a problem. For example, electricity product elicit a higher monthly financial commitasking respondents ''Are you willing to pay more for ment per customer than programs asking for contributions electricity generated from renewable sources such as to unspecified future actions involving renewables. Table 7 solar and wind power?'' is different from asking them, summarizes the results from the 3 product-specific and 2 ''Will you pay $5/month more on your utility bill contribution programs for which data were available, coneach month so that XYZ utility can generate renewable trasting average amount paid per month and kilowatt output. electricity?'' For residential programs in progress, the actual monthly payment is notably larger in product-specific programs in (6) Utilities may be missing other possible key motivators.
which customers pay a premium than in programs in which Environmental protection is an important element of customers contribute amounts of their choosing to unspecirenewable electricity, but other factors such as health fied projects. However, to date the number of participants and safety can also play a part in favorability toward tends to be larger in the contribution-type programs. This energy sources (for example, see responses in Table 1 ).
has occurred, at least in part, because the product-specific programs have waiting lists of customers desiring participation.
GREEN-PRICING PROGRAMS
The next issue to be addressed is the translation of the Many other utilities are in various stages of green-pricing public's preferences and WTP into actual participation in programs as well. These include Southern California Edison programs that utilities are currently offering. Based on cur-(CA), Florida Power Corporation, Florida Power & Light, rent market research and on the desire of utility decision Gulf Power (FL), Massachusetts Electric Company, Niagara makers to design programs that provide attributes customers Mohawk (NY), Snohomish County Public Utilities District value, utilities have implemented or are planning green-(WA), Texas Utilities Electric, and Ontario Hydro. The propricing programs that enable customers to pay a premium grams and pricing schemes for the planned or implemented rate for specific renewables products or to contribute to the programs of these utilities are as varied as the examples future siting of renewable power projects. The concept of described. Some of these utilities have programs underway, green pricing was originally discussed by Moskovitz (1993) ; while others are in the research and planning stages. utilities have little actual experience with green-pricing programs, yet 24 utilities 2 have investigated the concept with several moving forward with implementation.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PROGRAM
Utilities have taken two major approaches to program
DESIGN AND FUTURE RESEARCH
design: programs in which the utility (1) offers its customers a specific renewable electricity product at a premium price or (2) allows its customers an opportunity to contribute to Although experience with green pricing is still limited, some a fund to be used in the future to pay for as-yet-unspecified important implications for future research and design of renewable electricity projects.
green-pricing programs can be gleaned from the work accomplished to date. The questions facing utility planners about green pricing are: How many will subscribe, at what Some utilities have programs that aim to develop renewables in general, whereas others focus on developing a single price, and for what products? (Green Pricing Newsletter 1995) . Research shows that widespread customer interest is type of renewable technology. Still others support a specific project that the utility wishes to develop, but could not a given. Data from market research show that, although a willingness to pay more for renewable electricity is finance otherwise. Programs to date include both on-and off-grid applications for PV, wind, and geothermal resources expressed, less than 10% will actually pay an increased monthly cost, at least initially (Marcus et al. 1995 ; Baugh, and rates for both residential and wholesale customers. Table  5 briefly describes five residential green-pricing programs Byrnes, and Jones 1992). Newsletter 1994). which the rounded-up portion of the customer's monthly bill is added to the Trust.
Detroit Edison
The ''Solar Currents'' program offers solar Federal funding is being provided through the energy service to residential and small Utility Photovoltaic Group's TEAM-UP effort. commercial customers for an additional $6.59
As of January 1996, 248 residential and per month, on average, for each 10020watts of commercial customers had signed up to service from a planned 28.420kW PV facility.
participate.
Traverse City Light and Residential customers make a three-year Participation is currently 260 out of 8,000 Power commitment, while commercial customers make customers (Smiley 1995) . An incentive for a 1020year commitment to pay a premium of participation is a guarantee of no rate increases 1.5820cents/kWh (approximately $7.5020per due to fuel cost increases over the period of month for residential) to fund construction of a participation. 600-kW wind turbine. The program is scheduled to begin in early to mid-1996.
City of Anaheim, City of These eight utilities are participating in the TEAM-UP will be providing $ It is not yet clear why there is a difference between expressed (such as ''laissez-faire individualists'' and ''suspiciousinequity avoiders'') have also been willing to accept and actual WTP. Some hypotheses are that such premiums (Baugh, Byrnes, and Jones 1992) .
• Customers' level of trust in their utility might interfere with their WTP (Marcus et al. 1995) ; customers may • It may take a longer time for these programs to ''mature'' and penetrate the market than was originally respond better to programs offered by municipal utilities rather than investor-owned utilities (Marcus et al. 1995) expected by utility market researchers.
While these factors have been posited to affect customer • Customer segments may vary in WTP; ''environmentprogram boosters'' may accept somewhat higher premiparticipation in green-pricing programs, program features may influence customer response as well. Customers are ums for renewable electricity, although other segments Portland General Electric A special tariff for a blend of green and Thus far, the City of Portland has signed a conventional power is being marked to large contract to purchase 11.220million kWh of wholesale and industrial customers. Two wind green power during a 5-year period. This projects that PGE has contracted for will supply amounts to approximately 5% of the City of the renewable power-a 12.5-MW Columbia Portland's total power consumption. The city Hills project and a 25-MW Vansycle Ridge expects to save $850,000 during the 5-year project.
period as a result of this contract (Ohrenschall and Tansey 1995).
BPA A green-power product is being marketed to the A contract was signed with Salem Electric public utility districts. The program was set up
Cooperative to provide 7 average MW of green to fund two wind and two geothermal projects.
energy at 3520mills per/kWh. This agreement was made after the directors of Salem set a goal to have 17% of the utility's load served by renewable energy projects (Darr 1995; Oregonian 1996) .
Source: See citations in text of table. • Effective in actually producing clean electricity, thus
• Directly advantageous: not too expensive to participate; pay small amounts; pay even dollars (Weijo and benefitting the environment (Weijo and Boleyn 1996; Bupp and Gorman 1995; Sacramento Municipal Utility Boleyn 1996; Green Pricing Newsletter 1995; Bauman 1994; Baugh, Byrnes, and Jones 1992) ; tax deductible they are hampered in evaluating the contribution of renewables to the energy mix. Public education is needed on energy (Weijo and Boleyn 1996); get return or profit; good investment (Weijo and Boleyn 1996) ; plan for the mixes currently used and specific renewable resources that are available; programs already in place to deploy renewfuture; for children's future (Baugh, Byrnes, and Jones 1992) ; and avoid resource depletion (Harmon and Wind ables; costs and benefits of renewables; and why utilities need to charge more for them. 1995; Baugh, Byrnes, and Jones 1992) • Customer risk reduction: stability, consistency of How customers feel about their utility company could also influence their response to both market research questions long-term fixed rates (Weijo and Boleyn 1996; Bauman 1994; Osborn and Collier 1994; Green Pricing Newslet- and to green-pricing programs offered by a utility company. If a utility is trusted, for example, its customers might be ter 1995); customer and utility share the risk (Baugh, Byrnes, and Jones 1992) ; flexibility (cancelable, renewmore willing to sign on for green-pricing programs. Cambridge Reports/Research International (1994) reported trend able, transferable); voluntary program (Weijo and Boleyn 1996; Green Pricing Newsletter 1995) data on favorability toward electric companies including eight data points collected between September 1990 and May 1994 from a national probability sample of electricity • Simple, easy to understand (Weijo and Boleyn 1996) .
customers. After peaking in September 1993, favorability toward utilities declined back to 1990 levels (as of May Because customers appear to respond more positively to programs that are well defined and tangible, utilities should 1994), although 71% were still favorable toward utilities in 1994. About half believed rates are fair, and that their utility be as specific as possible when designing and marketing a green-pricing program. Several utilities contacted said that company was concerned for its customers. Just over half considered their utility company ''believable.'' Cambridge programs focusing on a well-defined renewable energy project are apt to be more successful in gaining a higher level Reports said that many customers believed their utilities could perform better than they currently were in keeping of customer cost commitment than those that are aimed at developing renewables in general. For example, the positive rates low and in being less harmful to the environment. response by customers to SMUD's PV Pioneers Program seems to result, in part, from the fact that they can easily Other factors could turn customers away from green-pricing programs, including skepticism about utility motives grasp and understand it. Once customers are aware of a program, based on the specificity of information they receive (Energy Services Marketing Letter 1995; Baugh, Byrnes, and Jones 1992) From a utility perspective, advantages are that green pricing can permit a company to differentiate itself from competiFlexibility can contribute to greater program success. Utilities should tailor their program to the needs of various custors; build customer loyalty; improve relations with customers, regulators, and public interest groups; offer products tomer groups because different customer groups perceive different value from various program elements. For example, and services that customers want; pursue a policy to reduce environmental pollution and expand the role of renewables; residential customers may find it attractive if a utility can guarantee that rates will not increase due to fuel-cost and use market solutions to achieve public policy goals, when possible (Green Pricing Newsletter 1995). One imporincreases, as in the case of Traverse City Light & Power's program. On the other hand, some large wholesale customers tant barrier could be administrative costs, such as the cost of reprogramming the utility's billing system (on the order may perceive more value from a program that offers various price streams, as Bonneville Power Administration's (BPA) of $50,000 to $100,000 at one utility) to accommodate greenpricing mechanisms such as round-up programs (Weijo and green-power product does. In each case, the utility tailored the program to meet the special needs of each customer Boleyn 1996). group.
Time is another crucial variable. Most of the experience with green pricing suggests that participation on the order Public education is an important element in program success.
The market research to date shows that consumers know of 1%-2% will occur within 2 years of program start-up. Participation will subsequently grow, but programs have not little about how their electricity is generated and what the options for generation are (Green Pricing Newsletter 1995) .
been around long enough to predict how quickly. Penetration rates will likely vary by customer segment and by the several Because customers tend not to think systemically about electricity generation primarily using coal and nuclear energy, program features mentioned above. 
